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ABSTRACT

A key challenge to the vision of ubiquitous mobile multi-

media access is the communication resource limitation in

multiple access wireless channels. In this paper we review

several source adaptation techniques and wireless collabo-

ration schemes. We then formulate the multi-user video

communication problem as a network utility maximiza-

tion (NUM) problem., and solve it using a pricing scheme.

The pricing scheme co-ordinates resource allocation, source

adaptation in a distributed manner, and leads to efficient

packet scheduling to achieve better utilization of commu-

nication resources and end-to-end video quality.

Key words: video adaptation, collaborative video

streaming, optimization decomposition, pricing control,

rate-distortion modeling

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid advances in computing and communication tech-

nology have created a plethora of multimedia capable mobile

devices, connected by a variety of wireless and wired networks.
Serving and consuming multimedia content among mobile

devices over heterogeneous networks present challenges to

video coding and adaptation, as well as communication and

networking technologies. A critical problem is how to effi-

ciently serve video streaming sessions over a multiple access

wireless channel with shared communication resources. The
demand for better video quality needs to be reconciled with

the limitation in communication resources, especially for the

currently deployed wireless cellular systems (e.g., [IS95],

[CDMA2000]) which are designed typically for applications

like voice and lower bit rate data. Higher data rate video in the

wired network need to be adapted through a variety of

adaptation schemes, like transcoding [Xin05], [Vetro03], and

scalable video stream extraction [Ohm05], before it can be

accommodated by the wireless channel. The time varying

rate-distortion characteristics of video streams need to be

exploited in resource allocation and source adaptation to

achieve better efficiency.

The problem of source adaptation has been well explored

in the video coding community. Basically, it deals with the

problem of re-shaping the video stream (after coding), to suit

user preferences and network constraints.  A good review of

the state of art can be found in [Chang05]. Two leading

solutions for adaptation are transcoding [Vetro03][Xin05],

and scalable video stream extraction, including Fine Granu-

larity Scalability for spatial quality adaptation [Li01][Wu00],

and more recently, Motion Compensated Temporal Filtering

(MCTF) [Ohm05] for temporal scalability.  Moreover, for

wireless channels at very low bit rate (VLBR), adaptation

schemes need to be fully content-aware and carefully tradeoff

spatial and temporal distortions, [Li05], [Liu05], in order to

deliver useful video quality to the end user.

In order to coordinate resource allocation among users,

and making appropriate adaptation decisions, it is natural

to employ cross layer optimization approaches, i.e, jointly

considering application layer source coding/adaptation

options and lower layer communication resource

allocations. There exists a rich body of literature on this
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topic, as shown in some recent works in [Zhang05],

[Schaar03], [Zheng03], [Yoo04] and [Zhao02], and the

references therein. In a wireless multiple access scenario,

not all information are available at a single central node,

and therefore a distributed optimization solution is desirable.

To address these challenges, we take an optimization ap-

proach by formulating the problem as a Network Utility

Maximization (NUM) problem, with the objective of deliver-

ing the best possible total utility (video quality) to the users,

under the communication resource constraints. Solving the

problem directly in its primal form is difficult due to the

coupling constraints. We consider using the dual decomposi-

tion technique (e.g., [Liu04], [Saraydar02]) to solve the problem,

which leads to a resource pricing control sub-problem at the

base station, and a surplus maximization sub-problem at each

mobile end user. These sub-problems can be solved in a

distributed fashion with minimum information exchange.  This

is based on the view that communication layering is actually

optimization decomposition [Chiang06] in both horizontal

(among users) and vertical (cross layer) directions.

The structure of this paper is summarized as follows. In

Section II, we review the video source adaptation techniques,

and a detailed discussion on video summarization for very low

bit rate wireless communication. In Section III, we discuss

various schemes for collaboration in wireless video
communication, such as pricing and auction schemes. In

Section IV, we propose a dual-based pricing scheme for

average resource allocation and source adaptation coordina-

tion in wireless video communications. Most previous work on

pricing has focused on instantaneous resource allocation in

elastic data communications. Here, we propose using a video
summarization technique to adapt video source to operate at

VLBR range, and to determine average resource consumption

levels locally based on its own utility function and the price

announced by the base station. We further develop collabora-

tive joint packet scheduling scheme to meet the unique delay

constraints of video frames.  Solutions for CDMA uplink and
downlink cases are developed. Numerical results are presented

and discussed in Section V, which  demonstrate that our

algorithms achieve much better performance than several

existing heuristics. We finally conclude in Section VI.

II. VIDEO SOURCE ADAP-
TATIONS

Adaptation is a key functionality com-

ponent in modern multimedia commu-

nication system. In general, video ad-

aptation serves two purposes: 1) to meet

resource limitations in communication, storage, computation,

and terminal capability, 2) to satisfy user preferences in

video consumption.

Resource limitations can take the forms of bandwidth,

energy in communication, disk size in storage devices,

display size in hand-held devices, battery energy and

computational power in mobile devices. User preference

can be expressed as video signal quality (frame size, PSNR

and frame rate). It can also be expressed as needs at object

/ structural / syntactical / semantic levels, for which in

addition to signal level adaptation, visual analysis tech-

niques need to be incorporated to help adaptation decisions.

There are two basic techniques for video adaptation,

transcoding and scalable coding, each has its pros and

cons for different applications.

A. Transcoding

In a unicast or small group multicast scenario, a transcoder

[Vetro03][Xin05] can be employed either at the video source

or some network edge devices to convert the video contents

to an appropriate format, with desired quality/form and rate.

The benefit of transcoding is the great flexibility in serving

individual adaptation need. However, it also puts extra com-

putational burden on edge devices in the network, which may

not be practical in certain applications.

Video transcoding can be viewed as a two-pass video

coding technique that can be used to adapt to the rate constraints,

and/or user preferences in scale and spatial-temporal distortion.

There are many scenarios for transcoding. It may be simply

a format conversion, for example, from MPEG-2 to H.264. It

may also be a bit rate reduction for wireless delivery, e.g,  from

1.5Mbps to 64kpbs. It can also be a frame resizing, to fit a

SDTV program onto a QCIF sized cell-phone display, or any

combination of these goals.

One straight-forward solution is known as Open-Loop

Pixel Domain (OLPD) transcoding. It simply concatenates

a decoder with an encoder, with pixel domain scaling,

selective coefficients transmission or re-quantization to

achieve format conversion and quality/bit rate change.

For pure bit rate reduction at the original frame size and

frame rate, OLPD can be implemented without the explicit

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) / Inverse Discrete Co-

sine Transform (IDCT), by simply dropping certain coef-

ficients from the bit stream. This is shown in Fig. 1.

The main problem with OLPD transcoding is the quality

degradation caused by �drifting�, i.e., decoding motion com-

pensation mismatch due to re-quantization. Frequent re-inser-

Fig�� Open�loop transcoding[Sun��]Fig�� Open�loop transcoding[Sun��]Fig�� Open�loop transcoding[Sun��]Fig�� Open�loop transcoding[Sun��]Fig�� Open�loop transcoding[Sun��]
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tion of intra frames can partly solve the problem, but also leads

to rate increases.  �Drifting�can be resolved by Closed-Loop

Pixel Domain (CLPD) transcoding [Sun96], where the predic-

tion is done against transcoded frame. A closed loop Motion

Compensation (MC) is added to predict from re-quantized

frames, through reusing the motion vectors (MV) [Shanableh00].

Since MC accounts for about 60~70% of computational cost,

this is a big saving. To save cost in DCT, the end-of-block is

predicted for the transcoded MBs, and only partial DCT is

performed to further save time [Youn99].

One obvious temptation is to do transcoding in the DCT

domain, which saves the time in projection back and forth

between the pixel and the DCT domains. Early implemen-

tations are reported in [Chang95], [Assuncao98]. A dia-

gram of Open Loop Transform Domain (OLTD)

transcoding is shown in Fig. 2.

The computationally expensive part of the OLTD scheme is

DCT-MC, which is derived based on the assumption that DCT,

IDCT and MC operations are linear. In [Chang95], the MBs in

DCT domain are reconstructed from its 4 motion predicted

neighbouring MBs in the previous frame. Several fast algo-

rithms [Merhav97, Song00] also exist to improve the perfor-

mance of DCT-MC, but there is a fundamental flaw in linearity

assumption of DCT-MC, which causes �drifting�problem

when the linearity assumption fails.  The OLTD scheme can not

handle frame size and frame rate changes either, this leads to a

closed loop solution similar to the pixel domain case. An

additional DCT-MC is introduced to predicate from the frame

difference between the transcoded frames. This gives the

CLTD scheme flexibility in handling frame resizing and frame

drops, in addition to the quantization changes.

B. Scalable bit stream extraction

In a broadcast or large group multicast scenario, since there are

large variations in adaptation need among receivers, a scalable

coding solution [Ohm05] may be more appropriate, e.g. where

the source is coded once, and the bit stream can be extracted and

re-packetized to suit various adaptation needs without

transcoding. The computational costs involved are typically

much smaller than the transcoding case, and is suitable for

source stream adaptation at routers and wireless access points.

There are three types of scalability in video, namely, frame

size, frame rate and frame quality. A scalable video coding

diagram is shown in Fig. 3. There are 3 layers of coding, each

corresponds to a frame size that is 1/
4
 of its previous layer.

Within each coding layer, frame rate scalability can be

achieved through Motion Compensated Temporal Filtering

[Ohm94](MCTF), or similar Hierarchical B frame schemes.

An example with dyadic prediction structure is shown in

Fig. 4.  For the GoP size of 8 frames, this structure gives us

4 different frame rates of 8, 4, 2 and 1 frames per GoP, e.g.,

if we drop all  B frames in green, the frame rate is halved.

For each frame, the quality scalability can be achieved by

applying bit plane coding techniques like Fine Granularity

Scalability (FGS) [Li01], or Pro-

gressive FGS [Wu00]. The ad-

vantage of FGS approach is that

bit stream can be truncated at al-

most any point, and still can be

decoded with reconstruction qual-

ity corresponding to number of

bits recovered.

Armed with these scalable coding

features, the adaptation task can be

achieved by dropping certain bits/

packets in the bit stream to meet

target bit rate, re-sizing frames for

display size constraint, and adjusting

spatio-temporal qualities in a graceful manner. The extraction

process is illustrated in Fig. 5. A global bit stream for a video

sequence is a collection of (droppable) packets that have depen-

dency along the prediction direction in frame size, frame rate (in

frame per sec, or fps), and frame quality.  The adaptation process

is therefore a graph pruning process with certain quality change/

degradation associated with each valid packet drop combinations.

C. Video summarization

On top of these basic coding/adaptation schemes, more

intelligent solutions that serve users’ preference in view-

ing time compression and browsing can be developed

through analysis, structuring, and summarizing video

content. Good reviews can be found in [Wang00], [Pitas06]

In general, the first task of structuring the video sequence is

to segment it into video shots (i.e, visually consistent segment

shot by a single camera at the same scene). Various shot

boundary effects, from a simple cut, to fade in/outs, dissolves,

and wipes introduce different characteristics and challenges to

the shot segmentation task. A good solution depends on

appropriate features and metrics for visual consistence, as well

as a good temporal behavior modeling and detection algorithm.

Fig�� Open�loop DCT domain transcoding [Sun��]Fig�� Open�loop DCT domain transcoding [Sun��]Fig�� Open�loop DCT domain transcoding [Sun��]Fig�� Open�loop DCT domain transcoding [Sun��]Fig�� Open�loop DCT domain transcoding [Sun��]
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Reviews of various shot seg-

mentation techniques can be

found in [Hanjalic02],

[Lienhartt01] and [Pitas06].

Video summarization is to

use a subset to best represent

the original sequence. This is

an intuitive and well-defined

problem. If the resulting video

summaries consist of seg-

ments of frames continuous

in time, they are called video

skims, otherwise they are

known as video highlights.

Video highlights are typi-

cally generated based on im-

age features, and/or object level

information. It is usually for-

mulated as a clustering

problem, [Hanjalic99], or a

rate-distortion problem [Li05],

or object level heuristic con-

straint [Kim02].

Video skims [Gong01] re-

quire more video program

st ruc ture  and  domain

knowledge, in addition to the

image features and object level
information. Typically it operates at a larger time scale than
video highlights, and select video shots that are absolutely

crucial according to certain criterion.

Hierarchical video highlights/skims are useful for large video

collection/program browsing. Obviously it is more difficult than

simple video summarization. Semantic level information is

needed to achieve good results.

In this paper, we will show examples of source adaptation for

video streaming over VLBR wireless channels. We employ a

video summarization and transcoding solution to address the

spatio-temporal quality tradeoffs at VLBR. We define the

adaptation utility as the video summarization quality, and the

problem can be solved by a smart frame selection scheme

[Li05] as described next.

Let us consider a segment of n

original frames, denoted by V=

{f
0 
, f

1 
, ..., f

n-1
}. Also denote the

corresponding video summary

o f  m  f r a m e s  a s

S= , where

m≤n. In other words, we select

only a subset of m frames out of

the original sequence, and code

them at higher quality than the

case if all frames are sent, to

achieve a more satisfactory received video quality.

Assuming all m frames can be received at the receiver

side, we can then reconstruct the original n frame sequence

as  by substituting the missing

frames with the most recent frame that is in the summary

S. The video summary average distortion caused by the

missing frames, is given as,

Where d(f
k
,f

k
’ ) is the distortion between the original frame

f
k
 and the reconstructed frame f

k
’. (If frame f

k
 is chosen as one

of the m frames, then f
k
 = f

k
’ and d(f

k
,f

k
’ )=0.)   Therefore, the

Fig�� Scalable coding architecture[JVT�	]Fig�� Scalable coding architecture[JVT�	]Fig�� Scalable coding architecture[JVT�	]Fig�� Scalable coding architecture[JVT�	]Fig�� Scalable coding architecture[JVT�	]

Fig�
 Dyadic MCTF structure[JVT�	]Fig�
 Dyadic MCTF structure[JVT�	]Fig�
 Dyadic MCTF structure[JVT�	]Fig�
 Dyadic MCTF structure[JVT�	]Fig�
 Dyadic MCTF structure[JVT�	]
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summarization problem for wireless transmission can be

formulated as a constrained optimization problem,

min D(S), s.t.X(S)≤X
max

.         (1)

where X(S) is the total communication resources needed

to transmit video summary S.  For the single user case, the

solution to Eq. (1) can typically be found via Lagrangian

relaxation and a fast search on Lagrangian multiplier that

traces out optimal solutions with a convex hull approximation.

The relaxed problem is solved with a Dynamic Program-

ming (DP) approach, that traverses a trellis of all possible

video summary frame transitions.

For multi-user wireless communication case, the shared

resource constraint has certain structure in dual decomposition,

which we will explore in Section III.

III. WIRELESS COLLABORATIONS IN
COMMUNICATION

In a multi-user environment, the adaptations of various users

need to coordinate with each other to achieve the optimal

overall system performance. In many wireless networks, there

is not a single centralized entity that has all system information

(e.g., channel states and users� utility functions), thus it is

desirable to design distributed user collaboration schemes. In

this section, we will discuss multi-user collaborations through

two mechanisms: pricing and auction.

A. User collaborations through pricing

Pricing has been used extensively in economics to coordinate

the selfish behaviors of various entities (e.g., consumers and

producers). Various pricing schemes have also been used for

resource allocation in wireless networks (e.g., [Huang06b],

[Marbach03] and the references therein). Here we consider a

scheme based on dual decomposition of a network utility

maximization problem (e.g., [Palomar06]).

We focus on average resource allocation

(i.e., average transmission time in uplink

and average transmission power in

downlink) instead of instantaneous re-

source allocation, since the latter will be

further determined by the user adaptation

described in Section II.

As an example, we consider a typical

multiple access wireless cellular network

with a base station serving mixed voice

and video traffics. We only consider the

Quality of Service (QoS) of the video

users and regard the voice users as back-

ground traffic. We characterize a video

user i�s end-to-end QoS by a utility

function U
i
(x

i
), which is an increasing and

strictly concave function of the communi-

cation resource allocated to user i, x
i
. This can model various

commonly used video quality measurements such as the video

rate-PSNR function, and video rate-summarization distortions

[Li05]. It is well known from information theory [Cover91] that

the rate-distortion functions for a variety of sources are convex,

and in practice, they are usually convex as well. Thus the utility

functions (defined as negative distortion) are concave.

We want to solve the following Network Utility Maxi-

mization (NUM) problem, which aims at achieving the

maximum total network QoS of N video users, subject to

limited total communication resource X
max

, i.e.,

.         (2)

where each user’s utility function can be represented by

certain received video quality function, and in this paper, we

will use the inverse video summarization distortion as utility.

Solving (2) directly requires a centralized approach due to
the coupling resource constraint. However, a distributed

solution is often more desirable, since the base station

typically does not know the utility functions of individual

mobile users.

Here we use the dual decomposition technique [Boyd04],

where the base station sets a price  on the resource, and

each mobile user determines its average resource request

depending on the announced price and its own source

utility characteristic by solving the following problem,

        (3)

which corresponds to maximizing the net utility (i.e.,

utility minus payment) based on the price announced by

the base station. Denote the optimal solution of (3) as x
i

( ), which is unique since the utility function is increas-

ing and strictly concave. The mobile users will then

feedback the values of x
i
( ) to the base station. The base

station adjusts  using a sub-gradient search method,

Fig�	 Bit stream extraction [JVT�	]Fig�	 Bit stream extraction [JVT�	]Fig�	 Bit stream extraction [JVT�	]Fig�	 Bit stream extraction [JVT�	]Fig�	 Bit stream extraction [JVT�	]
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   (4)

where k is a small step size at iteration k.

The two level optimizations in (3) and (4) together solve

the dual problem of the original NUM problem (2) (which

we call the primal problem). Base station controls the

resource price according to (4), and each video source

performs source adaptation to maximize its profit as in (3),

in a distributed fashion. The only communication overheads

incurred are price and resource requests from sources. This

makes the solution scalable in a large network. The distrib-

uted solution is illustrated in Fig. 6.

The connection between user collaboration and source

adaptation is through (3), where each user chooses an

adaptation scheme that gives a value of that x
i
 to solve (3).

B. User collaborations through auction

Another alternative for user collaborations is an auction

scheme, where users submit bids and the resource is allo-

cated based on the bids. Here the resource allocation to one
user is dependant on the actions of the other users. We can

model this user interaction as a game. Next we will introduce

some background on game theory and auction. Detailed

discussions can be found in [Huang05, Ras2001]. Then we

will comment on how wireless video users can collaborate

through an auction scheme.
Game theory [von47, Nas50] is a method to study

interactive decision problems among intelligent rational

decision makers. The essential elements of a game are the

players, the actions, the payoffs and the information, know

collectively as the rules of the game.

Players are the individuals who make decisions.  A
player’s action set is the set of all the choices he can make.

An action profile is the collection of e of all players’ actions,

one from each player. For example, in an auction setting,

players are the bidders and actions are the bids submitted by

the bidders. A common action set for a bidder is the interval

of [0,�), i.e. he can submit any nonnegative bid.

A player’s payoff is a function of the action profile, and

describes how much the player gains from the game for

each possible action profile.

A player’s information can be characterized by an

information set, which tells what kind of knowledge the

player has at the decision instances. In order to maximize

their payoffs, the players would design contingent plans

known as strategies, which are mappings from one player’s

information sets to his actions. A strategy profile is a

collection of the players’ strategies, one from each player.

In simultaneous move games, or one-shot games, players

choose their actions simultaneously and only once. Each

player only has one information set, which is what he knows

at the beginning of the game. This is the game of our focus.

There is no iterative process involved in a one-shot game

A reasonable prediction of the outcome of a game is equilibrium,

which is a strategy profile where each player chooses a best

strategy to maximize his payoff. Among several available equilib-

rium concepts, we focus mainly on the Nash Equilibrium (NE).

In a one-shot game, an NE is a strategy profile where no player

can increase his payoff by deviating unilaterally. Note that there

may be no NE or multiple NEs in a given game.

An auction is a game that is used to determine how a good

is allocated by the seller (auctioneer) among the buyers

(bidders). An auction is specified by a set of rules that

determine: (i) how bidders submit bids to express their

evaluations of the good (or willingness to pay), (ii) how the

good is allocated among the bidders as a function of the bids,

and (iii) what are the payments from the bidders to the

auctioneers as a function of the allocation and bids. In the

downlink transmission case, the base station acts as the

auctioneer and the mobile end users act as the bidders. The

good is the total transmission power at the base station, which

is divisible and allocated to bidders depending on their bids.

Auction-based resource allocation schemes have been

considered in both wireline and wireless networks (e.g.,

[Sun06,Huang06b]).  Auction mechanism for multimedia

communications in wireline networks is reported in [Rei03],

but not much work has been done in the wireless case.

In the wireless video communication case, we can design

auction mechanism to allocate the resource to video users in the

average sense similar as using pricing mechanism. To be

specific, each user submits a bid (e.g., a nonnegative number)

to the base station, representing his evaluation of the resource.

The base station then allocates the resource to the users based

on the bids. If the constrained resource is the transmission

power, the base station can allocate the transmission power

proportionally to users’ bids. Users’ payments are equal to their

bids, and users’ payoffs equal to the difference between the

Fig�� Illustration of dual decomposition techniqueFig�� Illustration of dual decomposition techniqueFig�� Illustration of dual decomposition techniqueFig�� Illustration of dual decomposition techniqueFig�� Illustration of dual decomposition technique
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achieved utilities and the payments. It is clear that users

participate in a game, since one user’s power allocation not only

depends on its own bid but also depends on the other users’ bids

as well. Once a N.E. is found, each user can perform source

adaptation to meet the average resource allocation.

Examples of source adaptation and mutli-user collaboration

in wireless video communication are shown in Section IV.

IV. JOINT RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND
SCHEDULING IN CDMA NETWORKS

CDMA technology has been widely deployed in the wireless

multiple access systems, as in [IS95] and [CDMA2K]. There

exist rich literatures in resource allocation for CDMA networks,

as in [Kam01], [Lee02], [Wang05], [Xu04] and [Huang06].

However, most of previous work only considers elastic data

traffic or multimedia traffic without explicating considering

the delay deadlines. In this sections, we briefly review the

two-stage resource allocation and scheduling algorithms for

both CDMA uplink and downlink communications proposed

in [Huang06c], [Li05b], and [Li06]. The first stage involves

average resource allocation based on dual decomposition (i.

e. solve a variation of problem (1) using Algorithm 1), and the

second stage involves a greedy scheduling algorithm that tries

to meet the video frames’ individual deadlines.

A. Video streaming over CDMA uplink

The uplink communications refer to the transmissions

from the mobile users to the base station, where users

interfere with each other due to asynchronous

transmissions.. Without considering complicated multi-

user detection techniques, the receiver at the base station

decodes each user’s signal independently, regarding the

received power from other users as interference.

We consider the case of mixed voice and streaming video

transmissions in the uplink channel. The objective is to

provide the best possible QoS to the video users (measured in

their total utility), without interrupting the transmissions of

voice users. In other words, we need to guarantee that the

aggregated interference generated from the video users is

small than a threshold, such that the voice users can reach their

target signal-to-interference plus noise ratios (SINRs). This

can be translated into an optimization problem subject to a

total received power constraint from the video users at the

base station, denoted as P
max

. We want to optimize the

received power function of each user video user i, P
i
(t), during

sliding window [0,T], such that the total utility of all video

users during this time window is maximized.

        (5)

Notice that P
i
(t) will be a time variant function due to the

VBR nature of the video traffic. We use video summarization

as the adaptation technique, and the corresponding summari-

zation decision of user i is denoted by S
i
, which depends on the

total bits it can transmit during time [0,T],  and in turn depends

on everyone’s received power function P(t)=[P
1
(t),...,P

N
(t)]

due to interference. The utility function is defined on the video

summarization quality as discussed in Section III.1

Compared with problem (1), the objective function of problem

(5) is also coupled across users due to interference. This coupling

makes solving (5) quite difficult. On the other hand, it is a good

idea for the users to avoid transmitting simultaneously in order to

improve the transmitting rate and fully exploit the VBR nature of

the traffic. To this end, we propose a Time Division Multiplexing

(TDM) transmission among video users, where there is no

interference among different video users. Whenever a video user

is allowed to transmit, it will choose the transmission power such

that the received power at the base station equals P
max

. Denote the

corresponding constant transmission rate as denoted as R
max

,

which depends on the several factors such as spreading gain, the

interference from voice users, inter-cell interference as well as

thermal noise. The total bits user i can transmit during time [0,T]

will be the product of R
max

 and t
i
, where t

i
 is the total active

transmission time of user i.

As a result, problem (5) can be transformed into a

transmission time allocation problem as follows,

        (6)

where initially we have T’=T. We will discuss shortly

the case where we need to decrease the value of T’ such that

T’<T. It is not difficult to see that problem (6) is a special

case of problem (1), where x
i
 is replaced by t

i
 and X

max
 by

T’. As a result, the optimal solution of (6) can be found by

using the pricing algorithm in Section III.A.

The next step is to determine the transmission schedule of

the frames (i.e., how to allocate the transmission time

precisely to each frame). This requires us to take into

account of the individual deadline requirement of each

video summarization frame. In a real-time video streaming

application, the deadline of a frame is determined by its

position in the original video sequence (before the

summarization) plus an initial delay (determined before the

start of playback of the entire sequence, which is typically

much longer than T). To achieve this, we propose a GREEDY

scheduling algorithm as follows.

First, each mobile user reports the sizes and deadlines of

its summarization frames to the base station. The base

station then schedule the transmissions of the frames from

all users one-by-one, in increasing order the deadlines. The

transmission time of a particular frame depends on the size

of the frame and the constant transmission rate R
TDM

.

Although the GREEDY scheduling is simple, it is optimal

among all TDM based schedules.
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1 Here we assume that each video user can achieve a peak received power equal to Pmax, thus there is no individual power constraint.

If all the summary frames can be delivered on or before

their individual deadlines, we say the summary frame se-

quence is schedulable and problem solved. Then we can move

on to the next [0,T] time window, and solve a new resource

allocation and scheduling problem. However, if one or more

frames’ deadlines are violated, we say the sequence is non-

schedulable and have to resolve problem (6) by decrease T by

a small value. In other words, we need to tighten the resource

constraint such that the total resource request is less. We will

iterate until the resulting summary sequence is schedulable.

B.  Video streaming over CDMA downlink

Downlink communications refer to the transmissions from

base station to the mobile users, where there is no mutual

interference among the users within a cell thanks to the

synchronous transmissions. As a result, we can potentially

allow simultaneous transmissions to all video users. The opti-

mization variables are the transmission power function of each

user i, P
i
(t), for a sliding time window [0, T]. And we want to

choose P
i
(t) such that video users’ total utility is maximized.

We again take a two-stage approach similar as in the

uplink case. In the first stage, we will optimize over the

average transmission power of each video user, subject to

the total power constraint. This corresponds to solving the

following problem,

        (7)

where we temporally assume that each user i will transmit
with constant power P

i
 over the entire time window [0,T],

and P
max

’=P
max

. The average transmission power has a one-
to-one correspondence to the total bits a user can transmit
during time [0,T], which in turn deter-
mines the summarization results and the
utility.  It is clear that problem (7) is again
a special case of problem (1), and can be
solved using the pricing algorithm in
Section III.A. Then the users can deter-
mine the best summarization frames de-
pending on the optimal average transmis-
sion power allocation.

Next we need to determine the exact

values of P
i
(t) for each user i. Typically

a constant power transmission will not

be able to meet the deadlines, since the

frames could come in bursts. Thus we

need to determine time varying func-
tions of P

i
(t) to meet the deadlines such

that  the total  power constraint

P
max

 is satisfied for all values

of t belongs to [0, T]. To this end, we design a greedy water-

filling type of scheduling solution as follows.

First, the base station sorts the summary frames of all users

in increasing order of delivery deadlines as in the uplink case.

Assuming the l-th frame in the sorted sequence belongs to

user i, and we denote its size, available time and delivery

deadline as {B
l
i, t

l
i, T

l
i}, where t

l
i < T

l
i. Let P(t) be the

committed total power function for processed frames so far

(the 1st to the l-1-th frames), we look at P(t) in time [t
l
i, T

l
i], and

search on a water filling level L, such that the transmit power

function available for frame l is,

        (8)

We need to choose a water-level L
l
* such that the

corresponding power allocation will enable the successful

transmission of B
l
i bits within time [t

l
i, T

l
i]. The corre-

sponding power function for the l-th frame will be P
l
i(t,L

l
*).

The process is illustrated in Fig. 7, where P
l
i(t,L

l
) is the

shaded area bounded by P(t) and L, between t
l
i and T

l
i.

The algorithm schedules each frame in the order of delivery

deadlines, until the last frame’s power function is computed.

Then each user’s transmitting power function is computed as,

        (9)

where K
i
 denotes the set of frames belonging to user i.

Notice that the water-filling scheduler tries to utilize the

minimum power possible to meet the deadline constraints.

Similar as in the uplink case, the summary frames may

not be schedulable (i.e., the deadlines are always met but

the total power constraint might be violated at some t) In

that case, we need to reduce the value of P
max

’ and resolve

problem (7).

Fig�� Water filling scheduling exampleFig�� Water filling scheduling exampleFig�� Water filling scheduling exampleFig�� Water filling scheduling exampleFig�� Water filling scheduling example
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V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we show simulation results for the algo-

rithm presented in Section IV.B. For detailed

simulations results of both downlink and up-

link transmissions, we refer readers to

[Huang06c], [Li06].

We choose four video clips with different con-

tent activity levels. Clips 1 and 2 are frames 150-

239 and frames 240-329 from the “foreman”

sequence, and clips 3 and 4 are frames 50-139 and

140-229 from the “mother-daughter” sequence,

respectively. Clips 1 and 2 are coded at an average

PSNR of 27.8dB, and clips 3 and 4 at 31.0dB.

There are 90 frames within each video clip at a

frame rate of 30Hz, which corresponds to a time

segment of T=3 secs. Here the channels gains of

four users are given as H=[0.75, 1.00, 0.80, 0.65],

which will determine the transmission rate to-

gether with the allocated transmission power for

each video frame.

At the summarization-power allocation phase,

a total transmitting power threshold of P
max

=2.4

is given, and the optimal price is found as
*=101.45 through the price iteration. The

resulting video summary distortions are plotted

in Fig. 8. The resulting average bit rates for 4

clips are 20.1, 43.3, 8.1 and 9.4 kbps, respectively.

With an initial delay of 1 sec, the joint water-

filing scheduler achieves maximum total trans-

mission power of 2.45. This slightly violates the

total power constraint of P
max

=2.4. As a result, we

need to iterate at least once more between the two

stages in Algorithm 3 by tightening the power

constraint in problem (7).

The power allocation results, P
1
(t)~P

4
(t),  for the video

summaries generated in Fig. 8 are shown in Fig. 9a. The dotted

line is the total power function P(t). Notice that each user’s

power function is not constant at all but the total power

function is rather flat and achieves efficient utilization of the

power resource. As a comparison, the results based on the

single user Earliest Deadline First Serve (EDFS) scheduling

are plotted in Fig. 9b, which leads to a maximum power of

P
max

=7.56. The efficiency of joint power scheduling is

clearly demonstrated in this case.

The computational burden of the pricing solution is

distributed among video sources and the base station. The

amount of information need to be communicated for the

pricing scheme is kept to a minimum.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we first review the state-of-art results on video

source adaptations and collaborations in wireless communica-Fig�� Resulting video summary distortion for Fig�� Resulting video summary distortion for Fig�� Resulting video summary distortion for Fig�� Resulting video summary distortion for Fig�� Resulting video summary distortion for PPPPPmaxmaxmaxmaxmax��
��
��
��
��
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tion networks. For source adaptations, we discuss video

transcoding, scalable coding and summarization. For multi-user

collaborations, we discuss both pricing and auction schemes. We

further apply video summarization and pricing scheme to study

the problems of uplink and downlink video streaming over

multiple access CDMA networks. After formulating  a Network

Utility Maximization (NUM) problem, we develop two-stage

joint resource allocation and scheduling algorithms to solve the

problem. We first use a dual decomposition based technique to

perform average resource allocations, then schedule the video

frames such that the deadlines constraints are met and the VBR

nature of the traffic are fully utilized. Compared with existing

heuristics, the proposed algorithms achieve better efficiency in

resource utilization and better over all received video quality.
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